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Property Management Today, “It’ll Take an Act of Congress”
ARLINGTON, VA – Sunflower Systems®, the leader in enterprise asset management software and
solutions, is proud to announce Skip Adolph’ article, Property Management Today, “It’ll Take an Act of
Congress”, was published in the National Property Management Association’s (NPMA) Property
Professional magazine.
Adolph’s article chronicles how property management took its “roots” over 200 years ago. “In 1815
Congress enacted the first legislation for the disposal of surplus naval stores remaining from the War of
1812.” Excess and reutilization were also born at this time and regulatory offices slowly took shape.
About Skip Adolph
Skip Adolph, CPPM CF, is a an Account Advisor and Business Analyst with Sunflower Systems where he
performs business process analysis, regulatory gap analysis, data analysis, system configuration and
functional process designs in preparation for asset management system software installation. Skip is a
Certified Professional Property Manager and Consulting Fellow with NPMA and instructor conducting
classes in asset management topics within the NPMA educational curriculum.
About Sunflower Systems
Sunflower Systems is an enterprise asset management solutions company specializing in the
deployment of software tools and business processes to simplify lifecycle asset management tasks.
Sunflower’s portfolio of solutions enables organizations to improve decision‐making, accountability and
regulatory compliance for all types of assets including personal property, real property, IT assets,
materials, vehicles and more. Sunflower Systems offers a wide range of services including software
implementation, training, consulting and operational support. Sunflower Systems has been serving the
property management needs of federal government agencies, universities, government contractors and
national laboratories since 1997. The company has offices in San Ramon, California and Arlington,
Virginia. For more information, please call 866‐209‐3516 or visit our website at sunflowersystems.com.
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